
[Onscreen]       20 years of leading security 
knowledge

[VO]                       The Center is powered by 
skilled cyber warriors who rely on deep 
technical
expertise to anticipate hackers’ next moves.

[Onscreen]       Constant monitoring, immediate 
insights, round the clock protection

[VO]                       Our secure unified platform 
is armed with an arsenal of over 300,000 
proprietary cyber threat defences

[Onscreen]       Cutting-edge infrastructure, 
unrivalled innovation

[VO]                       to protect your critical 
infrastructure, even on the cloud.

[Onscreen]       Detect advanced threats and 
attacks on-premises and on-cloud [VO]                       
Our Centers serve over 800 clients in more than 
60 countries daily. [Onscreen]       800+ clients, 
60 countries
[VO]                       We stand apart, with rapid 
onboarding

[Onscreen]       Onboarding in 30 days

[MUSIC STARTS]

[VO]                       New threats are constantly 
emerging on the cyber horizon, battering 
businesses,

[Onscreen]       600% increase in cybercrime 
due to COVID-19

[VO]                       impacting industries

[Onscreen]       10 fold increase in attacks 
targeting remote workers

[VO]                       and diverting focus from what 
matters.

[Onscreen]       69% of businesses struggle to 
stay ahead of attackers

[VO]                       As the war for cyber security 
talents rages on, security leaders across 
industries are striving to reinforce their cyber 
strategy with in-house expertise and in-market 
capabilities. Whether you're offering financial 
services, creating consumer goods or providing 
energy resources, Accenture has you covered.

[Onscreen]       Financial services, consumer 
goods, energy resources

[VO]                       Our state-of-the-art Security 
Operations Center provides 24x7 real-time 
monitoring, analysis, reporting and early warning 
intelligence.
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[VO]                       and the ability to analyse
infinite amount of client data.

[Onscreen]       Grasp consistent actionable 
insights

[VO]                       Accenture Security will keep 
you focused on your business and not what 
threatens it.

[Onscreen]       Contact us today

[ACCENTURE LOGO]
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